
ANTI – BULLYING and CYBER BULLYING POLICY at St. Dominic’s Grammar School. 2018-2019   

Reviewed – September 2018 

Next review – September 2019 

 

This policy is provided to all parents, staff and pupils.  It is also available through notices in classrooms, 

in the boarding houses and on the web site. Copies may also be requested from the Head of School’s  

Office.    

Introduction    

    

The School aims to maintain a safe environment in which pupils do not identify bullying as a problem in 

the School. The School’s policy and procedures have regard to the DfE’s (July 2017) guidance in 

‘‘Preventing and Tackling Bullying’ ’This policy also applies to the Early Years Department, Pre-Prep, 

Prep, Senior and Sixth Form departments.    

    

The Anti-Bullying Committee (led by pupils) meets twice a term – more when they are preparing an 

assembly. They represent Years 5-13 and discuss how well the policy works and they also suggest 

improvements.  They are part of the Pupil Voice and along with the School Council believe in the following 

values:    

    

We Want You to:    We Reject    

• Respect others    

• Help and care for others    

• Be honest and thoughtful    

• Be aware of others    

• Be happy and joyful    

• Be forgiving    

• Be patient    

• Be positive    

• Take responsibility for your actions     

• Negativity    

• Prejudice    

• Bearing grudges    

• Selfishness    

• Thoughtlessness    

• Cruelty    

• Judging by appearance    

• Dishonesty    

• Bullying in all forms – cyber, physical 

psychological or verbal    

    

School Values Created by School Voice    

    

Our curriculum is used to:    

    



• Raise awareness about bullying and our anti-bullying policy,    

• Increase understanding for victims and help build an anti-bullying ethos, and     

• Teach pupils how constructively to manage their relationships with others.    

    

Current affairs and literature are chosen to reinforce our anti-bullying approach.    

    

Role plays and stories are used to show what pupils can do to prevent bullying, and to create an 

antibullying climate in school.  This takes place in form period and assemblies, PSHE and Citizenship.    

    

Bullying will not be tolerated and we make this clear in the information we give to pupils and parents 

when they join our school.    

    

We will use school assemblies and collective worship to reinforce this message.    

    

All pupils have the right to feel happy, safe and included.    

    

    

Pupils and staff have the right to work in an environment without harassment, intimidation or fear.    

    

All bullying, of any sort, is therefore unacceptable.    

    

Pupils and staff who experience bullying will be supported.    

    

In Key Stage 1 and EYFS there can be the need to identify different strategies for dealing with bullying 

behaviour in younger children.  Therefore these are provided in the Pre-Prep’s School’s Behaviour 

Management Policy    

    

We recognise the serious effects that bullying can have on pupils’ feelings of worth and on their school 

work, and the school community will actively promote an anti-bullying environment.  Therefore, all 

pupils, members of teaching and non-teaching staff, visitors and volunteers attending St. Dominic’s 

Grammar School have a right to be treated with respect and dignity and to complete their duties free 

from harassment, abuse or aggressive behaviour, either in person, by phone or cyber contact.    

What is the definition of Bullying?    

    

An overarching definition of bullying states that it is repeated over time and intentionally hurts another 

pupil or group physically or emotionally and is often motivated by prejudice against particular groups, 

for example, on grounds of race, religion, culture, sex, gender, homophobia, special educational needs 



and disability, or because a child is adopted or is a carer.  It may occur directly or through 

cybertechnology (social websites, mobile ’phones, text messages, photographs and email).    

    

According to 'Kidscape':    

    

• it involves aggression and unequal power relationship; and    

• it results in pain and distress and is persistent.    

    

A person is being bullied when someone else, or a group of others, sets out to make him or her miserable 

and unhappy. In its most serious form it can lead to psychological damage and even suicide.    

    

Bullying, including cyber bullying, is likely to occur in all environments where a collection of people works 

together.  Bullying may take place away from the school premises e.g. on a school bus, on the internet 

or a mobile phone.  We have a zero-tolerance policy against bullying at St. Dominic’s and it is our aim 

(pupils and staff) to eradicate bullying if it arises.  To do this, we need to help the victim, the bully, the 

staff and parents involved.    

    

Through SEAL (Social, Emotional Aspects of Learning) your child will learn that bullying:    

    

• Goes on for a while, or happens regularly.    

• Is deliberate.  The other person wants to hurt, humiliate or harm the target.    

• Involves someone (or several people) who are stronger in some way than the person being bullied.  

The person doing the bullying has more power; they are older, stronger, there are more of them 

or they have some ‘hold’ over the target (e.g. they know a secret about them).    

    

           

Because these three things have to happen together for something to be called ‘bullying’, they will 

learn that bullying is not:    

    

• A one-off fight or argument.    

• A friend occasionally being nasty.    

• An argument with a friend.    

    

Bullying is therefore:    

    

• Deliberately hurtful    



• Repeated, often over a period of time    

• Difficult for victims to defend themselves against    

    

It can take many forms but the main types are:    

    

• Indirect – spreading nasty stories about someone exclusion from social groups, being made the 

subject of malicious rumours, sending malicious e-mails or text messages on mobile phones or an 

unpleasant comment on social network sites.    

• Verbal – name calling, insulting, making offensive remarks.    

• Giving looks that make the person feel uncomfortable or intimidated.    

• Physical – hitting, kicking, and taking another’s belongings.    

• Emotional – ‘being sent to Coventry’ or ignored deliberately    

• Deliberate/direct - misuse of mobile phones or Internet message boards and chat rooms (c.f. 

Section on Cyber bullying below).    

    

Some forms of bullying are attacks not only on the individual, but also on the group to which she/he may 

belong.  Within school we will pay particular attention to:    

    

• Racial harassment and racist bullying.    

• Bullying because of pupils’ religious beliefs.    

• Bullying due to gender reassignment.    

• Sexual bullying of any kind.    

• Bullying because of pupils’ sexual orientation (Lesbian, Gay Bi-sexual Transgender (including the 

use of homophobic language).    

• Bullying of pupils who have special educational needs or disabilities.    

• Disrespect of another culture or tradition     

• Cyber-bullying     

• Shyness    

• Lack of close friends in school    

    

In Key Stage 1 and EYFS there can be the need to identify different strategies for dealing with bullying 

behaviour in younger children.    

    

      



The School’s Intentions    

    

We aim to express our belief that all pupils should be included fully in the life of the school.    

    

To provide a learning environment free from any threat or fear, which is conducive to the achievement 

of individual aspirations.    

    

To reduce and to eradicate wherever possible, instances in which pupils are made to feel frightened, 

excluded or unhappy.    

    

To reduce and to eradicate wherever possible, instances in which pupils are subject to any form of 

bullying.    

    

To respond effectively to all instances of bullying that are reported to us.    

    

To establish a means of dealing with bullying, and of providing support to pupils who have been bullied.    

    

To provide support for pupils who are accused of bullying, who may be experiencing problems of their 

own.    

    

To ensure that all pupils and staff are aware of the policy and that they fulfil their obligations to it.    

    

To ensure that all staff receive training.    

    

To meet any legal obligations which rest with the school.    

    

How to recognise if someone is being bullied    

    

A person who is being bullied is likely to be unusually withdrawn, quiet, self-conscious, have a low  self- 

esteem and appear unhappy, or the opposite may be the case.  Other signs may be if a pupil:    

    

• Becomes withdrawn and anxious    

• Shows a deterioration in his or her work    

• Starts to attend school erratically    

• Has spurious illnesses    

• Persistently arrives late at school    

• Prefers to stay with adults    



• Constantly seeking attention    

    

 An unusually quiet and reserved girl (or boys until 11) may try and hide the fact that she/he is being 

bullied by becoming more extrovert.  Girls may stop eating. There may be sudden changes in her 

behaviour throughout the day and there may be frequent absences from school.  The victim’s 

concentration and performance in class may deteriorate.  There can be psychological damage as a result 

of persistent bullying.    

    

Likely behaviour of a bully    

    

A bully can be anybody.  She/he may appear aggressive, over confident, boastful and loud.  However 

they are not always loud in their behaviour, their bullying may be quiet, very secretive and not obvious 

to anyone but the victim.  They make you feel scared.  You would find yourself trying to avoid them.      

    

What should the victim do?    

    

Bullies only select victims they see as weaker than themselves or as a threat to them, e.g. jealous of their 

popularity, appearance, talents, academic achievements or family background.    

    

If you are being bullied:    

    

• REPORT IT    

• Try and stand up for yourself without being aggressive – do not be intimidated.   Do not 

overreact – the bully will like to see you upset as proof of her effectiveness.    

    

Who should you tell?    

    

You should tell someone you feel comfortable talking to about what is happening to you, but if possible, 

you should:    

    

1) Tell a friend first, your Form Teacher, or another teacher.  Your Form Teacher will then decide on 

the best thing to do to help you, which may include telling the Deputy Head (Pastoral) or your Sixth 

Form mentor.    

2) When you get home talk to a member of your family.    

    

If you don’t feel that you can do either step 1 or step 2, then:    

    



a) Call someone who is trained to listen to your problem e.g. Childline 0800 1111.  Posters are displayed 

around the school.    

b) Put a note in the Every Child Matter box outside the Junior Library.    

    

Then try to practise the following strategies:    

    

(a) ignore    

(ii) stay calm and look as confident as you can.    

(iii) be firm and clear and look them in the eye and tell them to stop    

(iv) move away from the situation as quickly as possible    

(v) remember bullying is persistent, not a one-off    

    

N.B.  Any pupil who reports a bullying incident to a member of staff will be fully supported and any 

subsequent intimidation by another pupil(s) will be treated equally seriously.    

    

What should the bully be helped to do?    

    

If you are a bully, it:    

• Can become criminal behaviour.  If you don’t stop the police could be asked to take action.  So:    

• Think about the consequences to both yourself and the victim.    

• Think of the hurt that you are causing; imagine how it feels to be your victim.    

• Accept the help that you will be offered to face up to your problem.   When appropriate take the 

opportunity to apologise for your behaviour.    

    

What should a member of staff who sees or suspects bullying do?    

    

Staff awareness is raised and maintained through in service training to assist them in taking action to 

reduce the risk of bullying at times and in places where it is most likely.  There will also be reasonable 

consideration and appropriate adjustments made for any pupils in the School with special educational 

needs and disabilities, when appropriate.  Teachers must be alert to the potential for bullying.  If a 

member of staff suspects that bullying is occurring, she/he should follow the procedure below:    

    

• Notify the Form Teacher (if applicable).  Please write everything down on the correct form.  The  

Form Teacher will notify the Deputy Head (Pastoral).  The Designated Officer keeps all records of 

discussion.    



• The Deputy Head Pastoral or Designated Officer will notify all relevant parties including the pupil’s 

parents and if appropriate all staff at Staff Briefing.    

• The Form Teacher/Deputy Head Pastoral will investigate the situation and will talk to the victim, the 

bully and, where necessary, other pupils including the class of the victim and the bully.      

• Be approachable for the victim/bully to talk freely.  They will instigate disciplinary action where 

necessary and depending on the severity of the incident.  This could take the form of pupil on report, 

regular supervision or demerits or even suspension or even permanent exclusion.    

• Anonymity is important for pupils speaking to teachers but pupils must be aware that it is not always 

possible.    

• Give the victim support and advice – offer mediation.    

• Ask the child what they want you to do.  How can you help them?    

• Give the bully support and advice.    

• Recurring bullying always involves the Head of School and the Designated Officer who will invite the 

parents of the bully into school for discussion.    

• Proof of severe, continued bullying where sanctions are ineffective, could mean suspension or 

permanent removal from school.  It may also necessitate the intervention of outside agencies such 

as the police if the behaviour continues.    

• We will advise pupils responsible for bullying that we will be checking to ensure that bullying stops.    

• We will keep records of incidents and record how we respond to them to enable patterns to be 

identified.    

• A copy of the record will be kept in the files of the bullied and bully and all incidents summarised on 

a centrally held sheet co-ordinated by the Deputy Head (Pastoral).    

• Whistle blower harassment is treated very seriously.    

    

What should the victim’s friends do?    

    

• Support the victim.    

• Stick up for your friend in front of the bully.    

• Persuade her /him to talk to a teacher or another trusted person.    

• You might feel you are able to ask the bully why she/he is behaving in this manner to your friend.     

• Friends might also be intimidated by the bully, so go to a teacher/trusted person together.    

• If your friend is uncertain help her to put her complaint into the Every Child Matters box outside the 

Junior Library.    

    



    

What should the bully’s friends do?    

    

• Do not join in.    

• Ask her why she/he is bullying and make her think about her behaviour and the consequences.    

• Offer advice on how to change this behaviour.    

• Get the bully to look at the situation from the victim’s viewpoint.    

    

What should parents do if they suspect their child is being bullied?    

    

• Speak firstly to the Form Teacher.  If the Form Teacher is unable to resolve the situation, or if the 

seriousness of the situation requires it, he or she will then speak to the Deputy Head (Pastoral) or 

the Head of School as appropriate.    

• Support your child and reassure them that the situation will be dealt with sensitively.    

• Give advice but do not over react – encourage mediation where this is appropriate.    

    

What should parents do if they think that their child is bullying?    

    

• Ask themselves and the bully why – encourage mediation where this is appropriate.    

• Contact the Form Teacher/Deputy Head (Pastoral)/Designated Officer/SLT/Head of School.    

• Decide on appropriate sanctions.    

• Talk to your child about how hurtful and wrong bullying is.    

• Support our anti bullying policy and procedures.    

• Help them to understand that physical threats and intimidation are actually criminal offences and 

help them to understand how things could get out of hand.    

Incident management     

    

St. Dominic’s Grammar School will take firm and decisive action to deal with any incident of 

bullying/cyber bullying which is witnessed by or reported to any member of staff by parents, pupils or 

staff.    

     

Post incident responses for the victim:    



    

When a member of staff receives information, either directly or indirectly, that a child may have been 

the victim of a bullying incident, this report will be taken seriously, investigated and written records kept.  

The incident may be investigated by the Form Teacher or a senior manager.    

     

St. Dominic’s Grammar School will offer a proactive, sympathetic and supportive response to children 

who are the victims of bullying.  The exact nature of the response will be determined by the particular 

child's individual needs and may include:    

    

 immediate action to stop the incident and secure the child's safety    

 positive reinforcement that reporting the incident was the correct thing to do    

 reassurance that the victim is not responsible for the behaviour of the bully    

 strategies to prevent further incidents    

 sympathy and empathy    

 counselling    

 befriending    

 assertiveness training    

 extra supervision/monitoring    

 creation of a support group    

 peer mediation/peer mentoring    

 informing/involving parents    

 adult mediation between the perpetrator and the victim (provided this does not increase the   

victim's vulnerability)    

 arrangements to review progress    

    

Post incident responses for the bully:    

    

St. Dominic’s Grammar School takes bullying behaviour very seriously and will adopt a supportive, 

pragmatic, problem-solving approach to enable bullies to behave in a more acceptable way.  St. 

Dominic’s Grammar School understands that certain punishment may not be appropriate in managing 

this problem but the positive use of sanctions can be useful in demonstrating to bullies that their 

behaviour is unacceptable and encourages the promotion of positive change.    

     



The School will respond to incidents of bullying behaviour in a proportionate way – the more serious the 

cause for concern the more serious the response.  When sanctions are felt to be necessary they will be 

applied consistently and fairly.  The following options will be considered:    

    

 immediate action to stop an incident of bullying in progress    

 engagement with the bully to reinforce the message that their behaviour is a breach of school rules 

and is unacceptable    

 loss of lunch/breaktime privileges    

 detention    

 daily/ Head of School's report    

 removal from class/group    

 withholding participation in sports or out of school activity (if not essential part of curriculum)  

parents informed    

 counselling/instruction in alternative ways of behaving    

 adult mediation between the perpetrator and the victim (provided this is safe for the victim)  fixed 

periods of exclusion    

 permanent exclusion (in extreme cases which may involve violence)    

 rewards/positive reinforcement for children in order to promote change and bring unacceptable 

behaviour under control.    

Monitoring and Review of the Bullying policy    

This policy is annually reviewed to ensure that it is working as effectively as possible.  The whole school 

community is made aware of ways of reporting incidents of bullying.  Bullying is reported to a member 

of school staff who will then report it to his or her line manager, and the appropriate action will be taken.  

A central bullying register is retained in the Head of School’s office and is reviewed by SLT and/or the 

Deputy Head and  Head of Sixth Form to ensure the approach by the school is effective and enables any 

patterns to be identified.    

CONCLUSION    

    

At St. Dominic’s Grammar School we do not accept that bullying is an inevitable part of school life.  

Noone should have to suffer bullying.  It is up to all of us to take action when bullying happens, to us or 

to others.    

    

If the above does not solve the problem i.e. the bullying persists, suspension from school or more 

serious sanctions will be considered and implemented by the Head of School and Governors.  The 

Designated Officer will be contacted in every situation.    



    

    

ANTI BULLYING POLICY – CYBER-BULLYING    

    

E-Safety    

    

The growth of different electronic media in everyday life and an ever developing variety of devices 

including PC’s, laptops, mobile phones, webcams etc. place an additional risk on our children.   Internet 

chat rooms, discussion forums or social networks can all be used as a means of contacting children and 

young people with a view to grooming them for inappropriate or abusive relationships. The anonymity 

of the internet allows adults, often pretending to be children, to have conversations with children and in 

some cases arrange to meet them.    

    

Access to abusive images is not a ‘victimless’ act as it has already involved the abuse of children. The 

internet has become a significant tool in the distribution of indecent photographs of children and should 

be a concern to all those working with pupils at this school.    

Pupils can engage in or be a target of bullying using a range of methods including text and instant 

messaging to reach their target.  Mobile phones are also used to capture violent assaults of other children 

for circulation (happy slapping).    

The best protection is to make pupils aware of the dangers through curriculum teaching particularly PSHE 

and sex education.     

    

Protection is Prevention    

• Software is in place to minimise access and to highlight any person accessing inappropriate sites or 

information.    

• Pupils will be encouraged to discuss openly their use of technology and anything which makes them 

feel uncomfortable.  (If this results in child protection concerns the schools designated child 

protection person should be informed immediately)    

• Pupils should not give out their personal details, phone numbers, schools, home address, computer 

passwords etc.    

• Pupils should adhere to the school policy on mobile phones.    

    

The police will be involved if there is any criminal element to misuse of the internet, phones or any other 

form of electronic media.    

    

For the complete E Safety Policy, please see Appendix of Staff Handbook.    

    



What is CYBER-BULLYING?    

    

• Bullying by texts or messages or calls on mobile phones    

• Sexting (photographs or pictures with a sexual implication, including photographs of parts of a 

person’s body in a partial or full state of undress    

• Use of mobile phone cameras to cause distress, fear or humiliation    

• Posting threatening, abusive, harmful, cruel or humiliating material (written or images) on web– 

sites or reunion sites – MySpace, MSN, PICZO, Bebo, Facebook etc. or any other social networking 

site.    

• Hi-jacking email accounts    

• Making threatening, abusive, defamatory, or humiliating remarks in chat- rooms    

• There should be no doubt that cyber-bullying is generally criminal in character    

• The law of the land does apply to cyber-space    

• Hacking is criminal    

• Harassment is completed where there is a persistent course of conduct (occurrence on at least 2 

occasions) The Protection from Harassment Act 1997 makes it a punishable offence – a fine or 

imprisonment of the parent/person with parental responsibility of a child up to 16 years of age.    

• It can include any of the following carried out by electronic means    

• Emotional and/or Indirect – spreading nasty stories about someone, exclusion from social groups, 

being made the subject of malicious rumours    

    

Dealing with Cyber bullying Incidents    

    

There is usually some visual evidence after cyber bullying has taken place.  Pupils should be encouraged 

to pass this on to a member of staff or their parents.  In some cases, it will be necessary to contact mobile 

phone companies, Internet service providers or social networking sites.    

    

The following advice should be given to those experiencing cyber bullying:    

    

 Do not retaliate or reply.    

 Block or remove offenders from buddy lists.    

 Review the information you are giving out.    

 Make sure you tell an adult.    

 Try to keep calm and do not let the bully see a reaction.    



    

Keep any evidence you have, for example text messages or print web pages.    

    

If the person responsible for the bullying is identified, sanctions will be applied under the school's 

behaviour policy.  In addition, the following sanctions might be implemented, depending upon the nature 

and severity of the bullying:    

    

confiscating equipment such as mobile phones    

withdrawing access to the Internet for a set period of time    

limiting use of the Internet for a set period of time    

contacting the police,     

where the cyber bullying is sufficiently severe, informing external agencies such as social networking or 

email     

   member sites.    

    

What should a member of staff do if they are alerted to cyber-bullying?    

    

Notify the Form Teacher who will inform the Deputy Head (Pastoral), the Designated Officer and the 

Head of School.    

    

The Form Teacher should:    

    

Confiscate the mobile, but not access its contents;    

Remove pupil from internet access, save material or if the event occurred at home provide evidence 

where possible    

Follow the school’s E-Safety Policy    

Be approachable for the victim /bully to speak freely. Instigate appropriate disciplinary action depending 

on the severity of the incident.  This may be through regular supervision, banning from all use of the 

school internet, discussion with parent/guardian    

Parents/guardians will be invited into school to discuss appropriate responses.    

Engaging in cyber-bullying could mean information being forwarded to the police and suspension or 

permanent removal from the school.    

Pupils who use the internet in ways that cause harm to others and bring the name of the school into 

disrepute, may be subject to disciplinary sanctions even if the behaviour took place off school premises 

and even if the pupils are over 18.    

    

What should the victim do?    

    



• Tell someone as soon as possible    

• Never reply to abusive messages but record/save them and report them    

• Never give out personal details    

• Never reply to someone you do not know    

• Stay in the public areas of chat rooms    

• Record/save/screen-dump any abusive or inappropriate messages.    

    

REPORT IT    

    

What should friends of the victim do?    

    

• Support your friend    

• Go with them to tell a teacher or trusted adult and record/save any evidence.    

• Do not try to sort it out yourself    

• Act immediately    

    

REPORT IT    

    

What should friends of the bully do?    

    

Do not join in     

    

Tell them to:    

    

• Respect other people’s privacy    

• Do not do on-line what you would not do face to face    

• Consider how you would feel if it happened to you    

• Consider how others feel    

• They should not cause alarm or distress deliberately or by accident    

• Tell them that you will inform the teacher    

• Don’t deal with it alone    

           

    



What should parents do if their child is a victim?    

    

• If your child is a victim report it to the Form Teacher immediately, who will inform the Designated 

Officer and the Head of School    

• Follow school procedure    

• Do not over react, but support your child and follow safe use of the internet procedure.    

• Use parental control software and check children use of moderated chat rooms   Screen dump 

of save any evidence to hand in to the school    

    

What should the parent do if their child is the bully?    

    

• Find out why they are doing this    

• Explain to your child that cyber-bullying may be regarded as a criminal offence    

• Make sure your child understands how serious this is    

• Contact the Form Teacher/Deputy Head (Pastoral)/SLT/Head of School    

• Remember the school operates zero –tolerance for ALL kinds of bullying    

    

Support will be provided for the victim and the bully.    

    

This may include meeting the bully to discuss what has happened and agree a way forward with the 

victim. Both will get the necessary support which is outlined in our ‘Incident Management’ section below.  

It is important that all children and staff recognise that when an incident of ‘cyber bullying’ takes place 

it is dealt with swiftly.  Parents should be told, in the early stages of any bullying, what actions have been 

taken to remedy it and written records made.    

Use of Mobile Phones in School by Children    

All mobile phones brought to school must be clearly labelled with the child's name and handed to the 

Form Teacher.  It should be expressly understood and agreed that under no circumstances should the 

mobile phone be used during the school day, including for taking photographs.  The school retains the 

right to confiscate mobile phones for up to 48 hours if they are being used inappropriately.    

Use of Mobile Phones in School by Staff and adults    

Although staff and adults will bring mobile phones on to the premises, it must be understood that these 

should not be used for the purpose of taking photographs and they should be switched off while teaching 

and on silent/vibrate mode at other times.    

    



All members of staff must be careful about giving out their mobile number and must not have pupil 

contact numbers in their own personal phone.  Wherever possible, the school's mobile phone should be 

used for school trips and visits.  However, there may be times when more than one phone is necessary.  

Where this is the case, a member of staff may use their personal phone but access to this should be 

restricted.     

E-mailing and Instant Messaging    

No member of staff may give a pupil their personal email address.  Children and staff should never reply 

to unpleasant or unwanted emails or open files from people they don't know.    

    

When writing emails or instant messages, think carefully about the content.  When angry or distressed, 

you might send something likely to cause further anguish.  Leave the computer and discuss the issue with 

someone else.    

Bystanders; the issue of being a bystander or accessory is addressed with all children.  Pupils are 

encouraged to respect other people on and offline and to recognise how sharing a secret and passing on 

numbers and passwords can cause harm and distress to others.    

    

Being a bystander can include:    

 forwarding messages    

 contributing to discussions  taking part in an online poll.    

Useful advice    

    

Useful advice can be found in the DFE Non-statutory DfE advice Preventing and Tackling Bullying (July  

2017) and Cyberbullying: Advice for headteachers and school staff (2014)    

    


